For undermining the NPT; illegally keeping nuclear weapons on its territory; obstructing efforts to ban nuclear weapons; general hypocrisy and double standards.

Description: Non-nuclear-weapon state party to the NPT. Likes to portray itself as patron and defender of international law. Fully supports nuclear disarmament, as an abstract legal concept and vague aspiration. In meantime, keeps US nuclear weapons on its territory in violation of object and purpose of the NPT and in direct contradiction of Action 1 of the 2010 NPT Action Plan. Quotes S. Duarte, “one cannot worship at the altar of nuclear weapons and raise heresy against those who also want to join the sect”, while quietly worshipping at the altar of nuclear weapons and raising heresy against those who also want to join the sect.

Dangerous/violent: Generally fluffy and harmless. Will retreat from confrontation, often seeking refuge in the European Union. May become confused, erratic and sulky when cornered and confronted with evidence of its nonsensical national policy.

Contact: Wildfire>
www.wildfire-v.org/npt2014

REWARD
$50